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What is Safe Dayz?
Safe Dayz helps you measure your safety on the road, when 
driving and as a passenger.

Why do I need Safe Dayz?
Your Safe Dayz unlocks your Momentum Insure Safety 
Bonus.

Safe  
Dayz

Safety
Score Status Rewards

What do I need to do?

1   Download and register on the Momentum app
2   Register for Safe Dayz
3    Complete and validate your Safety Score on  

multiply.co.za
4   Drive safely

How do I get Safe Dayz?

Take the  
train

Have a  
travel-free day

Drive  
safely

How does Safe Dayz measure my safety?

On the roads
You will get a score for every journey you make, made up of 
various components. Get a daily score of 80% or more to 
have a safe day.

1   Time of day
2   Familiarity
3   Speed
4   Cornering
5   Acceleration
6   Braking

Off the roads
When you don’t travel, you will automatically be awarded a 
safe day.

How many Safe Dayz do I need?
Get rewarded from your first safe day. You get Multiply 
points for each safe day, up to a combined total of 80 points 
for the year for activating and having Safe Dayz.
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Members require a Safety Score and the relevant number of Safe Dayz to receive a yearly Momentum Safety Bonus on their Momentum Insure premiums, even if they claim. To qualify for 
the safety bonus, you need to complete your Safety Score, submit the necessary validations and have Safe Dayz. The information we use to score your safety is only for rewards and will not 
affect your Momentum Insure claims.
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Maximise your Safe Dayz

Improve your time of day score
Accidents happen more frequently at night or in the early hours of the morning, especially on the weekends. To maximise 
your score, avoid driving during these riskier times.
• Avoid driving late at night or during peak times.
• It is possible to score 80% for your journey even if you travel at peak times.

Improve your familiarity score
This measures the number of times you have travelled on a particular road to determine how familiar you are with the route.
• Drive the same route consistently to become aware of your surroundings and the flow of traffic on the route.
• The more familiar your route, the safer you are and the higher your score.
• If you’re new to using the app, your familiarity score will be lower at first until a history has been built up.

Improve your cornering score
Consistent smooth driving allows you to react quicker in hazardous situations, reducing your risk of having an accident.
• Approach and round corners slowly by giving yourself enough time to brake.

Improve your speeding score
The speed score measures whether you are exceeding the speed limit of the road you are on.
• Stay within the road speed limit to get the best score.

Improve your acceleration and braking scores
• Try to accelerate gradually as taking off quickly could result in losing control of the car.
• Try to brake gradually because harsh braking could result in a higher accident risk.


